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***

Within the fortified corridors of politico-industrial power in Washington and in the hallowed
bastion of the European Commission in Brussels, the same dark plans are being pushed
forward: to alter the genetic code of life so as to make both man and nature patentable,
controllable and servile to the cause of the techno-industrial god of insentient progress.

The latest manifestation of this process has now emerged within the food and farming
sector and strongly threatens the future of all ‘GMO Free’ produce and terrains. It goes
under the deliberately innocuous heading ‘New Genomic Techniques’ (NGT).

The US agribusiness industry set the agricultural genetic engineering agenda more than two
decades ago, when a judge in a New York court room pronounced GMO and conventionally
grown  food  ‘indistinguishable’.  A  judgement  that  went  against  the   essential  scientific
evidence and played into the gleeful hands of the biotech industry. The precise term used
was ‘substantial equivalence’.

This  allowed the  marketing  of  US  GMO foods  to  go  ahead  with  no  labelling  to  warn
consumers of its composition or provenance, thus denying them the right to choose.

US  farmers  have  been  likewise  left  to  fight  for  the  right  to  sell  their  seeds  and  grains  as
‘GMO  Free’,  as  the  Monsanto  corporation  gave  itself  the  authority  to  fine  any  farmer
suffering  the  misfortune  of  having  their  crop  contaminated  by  rogue  GM  varieties  whose
pollen was carried by wind or insects onto their farmland. Yes, prosecuted for being found to
have a Monsanto patented GM plant growing on their field!

From the outset, European farmers and consumers strongly resisted attempts to get GMO’s
into the food chain and onto the fields. Battles to uphold the sovereignty of ‘real foods’ and
the right  for  organic  and traditional  produce to be legally  protected against  GM cross
contamination, raged throughout the 1990’s and beyond – right the way up to the present
day*.
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Consequently, in spite of intense GM industry lobbying of the EU Commission in Brussels,
less than 2% of European farmland grows GM crops.

Stung by their failure to make progress – and the subsequent collapse of the Monsanto
corporation – the wounded GM battleship came up with a guileful sleight of hand to try and
beat the regulatory protection of a largely GMO Free Europe.

They invented something called ‘Gene Edited’ crops going under the synonym ‘CRISPR’
(Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats). Gene editing, they claim, is
not the same as introducing foreign bacteria into the seed genome to make it resistant to an
intensive chemical spraying regime.

Gene editing, they posit, simply removes/alters genes to make the plant perform according
to  the  requirements  of  the  biotech  control  program.  A  program  that  exerts  sufficient
‘alteration’ to the natural composition of the plant to make it patentable as a ‘novel food’,
thus enabling all profits to flow back into the pockets of the ‘designer’ corporations.

Recognising that a particularly cunning Trojan Horse was being designed to get ‘GMO by
another name’ into the food chain, activists clubbed together and took the case to the
European Court of Justice.

On 25 July 2018, the court rejected the bio-tech industry’s claim that CRISPR was no longer
a GMO, clarifying that organisms created by new mutagenesis techniques are subject to
existing  EU  GMO laws.  A  great  victory  for  the  defence  of  food  sovereignty  and  the
preservation of the natural biodiversity of farm crops.

But the GMO and chemical agribusiness behemoth knows no end to its determination to
exert its sterile stamp on nature. Just four corporations now own more than 50% of the total
world seed market. Their bio-piracy of original seed genomes and subsequent attempt to
patent (privatise) ‘living organisms of nature’ has re-emerged in a new attempt to overthrow
resistance to gene engineering.

The new deception is called New Genomic Techniques (NGT) and its right to operate is now
starting  its  passage  through  the  legislative  assessment  process  at  the  European
Commission.

WARNING: there is nothing about NGT’s that carries any benefit for the environment or food
quality. Quite the opposite, it is a further tinkering with the genetics of life, whose purpose is
solely to move living organisms out of traditional cross-breeding practices and into patented
laboratory created industrial designer-foods. Foods able to be manipulated to ultimately
replace the need for existing soil/field based agricultural  traditions practised by millions of
farmers throughout the world.

This agenda is a central component of the World Economic Forum programme known as
‘The Great Reset’ and particularly its ‘Green New Deal’ and ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’.
Shockingly it is supported by the once ‘green’ King Charles III of England, who operates
alongside WEF executive chairman Klaus Schwab and recently gave Royal Assent to new
biotech innovations which stand at the opposite end of the spectrum from organic and agro-
ecological farming practices.

Consumers in Europe have demanded the ‘right to know’ the provenance and composition
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of their foods, but the ability to hold onto this right is being undermined even as I write. The
new GM legislation has recently been under debate in the European parliament and will later
come under the scrutiny of the EU Board of Ministers. Italy, Austria and Holland are strongly
opposed, but other countries are yet to show their colours.

GMO ingredients have to be labelled as such within the EU. But NGT’s won’t carry this
requirement, if they come into law. A whole range of existing risk assessment precautions
will go, as the parameters of what is GMO and what is not, get deliberately blurred and
diffused.

There will be no mechanisms for enabling conventional non organic foods staying ‘GMO
Free’; farmers and consumers alike will be disenfranchised from their commitment to food
sovereignty.

If this agenda is adopted, there will be no detection rules and no methods of monitoring the
status of crops.

Now is  the  moment  to  DEMAND that  the  Minister  of  Agriculture  and  Minister  of  the
Environment in your country, never allow NGT’s to get onto the statute books during their
term of office. Demand that they completely reject the New Genomic Techniques bill which
they will be called to vote on in the European Commission.

If you want to retain an element of control over your and your children’s health and over the
food you eat, as well as help preserve the vital biodiversity of nature within this planet’s
irreplaceable natural environment, then make sure to take this vital step today!

Play your part in overcoming the sick wishes of the cabal that is attempting to subvert the
very life support systems which have kept this beautiful living planet in vibrant existence for
billions of years.

Let us join together in never allowing the insentient perpetrators of ecocide to play their
cold roulette with the fundamental building blocks of life itself. 

*
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Julian Rose and Jadwiga Lopata successfully campaigned to block a big corporate push to
get GM seeds and plants into Poland. They succeeded in persuading the Polish government
to introduce a national GMO ban in 2006 which still remains in place today.

Julian is an early pioneer of UK organic farming, writer and international activist. See his
website www.julianrose.info.

He is a regular contributor to Global Research.
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